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voyage round the world based on this concept in 1859. accounts of hamilton's puzzle can be found in [2, 6, 7].
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as m y health is far from strong, i have been urged to publish this a bstract. i have m ore especially been
induced to do this, as m r.w allace, w ho is now studying the natural history of the m alay a rchipelago, has
arrived at alm ost exactly the sam e general conclusions that i have on the origin ofspecies. chapter 22:
evolution - auburn university - historical perspective birth of modern geology –lyell, uniformitarianism, and
the ancient earth prior to the early 1800s, the world view of most was that the earth is very young (around
6000 years old) in the early 1800s, geologists began to apply scientific reasoning to studies of geological
processes, and quickly recognized that
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